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Motivation

ANNs
• Have emerged as promising tools in countless earth science related 

applications.
• Perform amazingly well at many complex tasks.
• If ANNs work fine, why do we care how they work?



“Clever Hans” Strategies

• Horse would answer questions by tapping its hoof the right number of times.
• Even the owner thought it knew arithmetic.
• It even answered correctly if strangers asked the question!
• It took a team of scientists to figure out what was going on.
• Turns out: People tend to tense up until correct number of taps completed!
• So Clever Hans gave the right answer – but for the wrong reason.
• Exploited a correlated behavior.

Clever Hans:  German horse in 1907 that was believed to know arithmetic.



“Clever Hans” Strategies in Machine Learning

Examples from the following paper
(also source of images on the following slides):

Lapuschkin, Sebastian, et al. “Unmasking Clever Hans Predictors and 
Assessing What Machines Really Learn.” Nature Communications, vol. 10, 
no. 1, Mar. 2019, p. 1096, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-019-08987-4.

Considered Task:
• Object recognition.
• ML algorithm trained to detect many different objects in images.

ML method used:  
• Neural network (NN)

Specific task analyzed in paper:  
• How does NN decide whether there is a horse in an image?
• Which strategies does it use to decide?

Method used for analyzing strategies:
• NN visualization technique (LRP) → constructs attribution maps.

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-019-08987-4


Detecting horses – Strategy 1 of algorithm

Strategy 1: What does NN detect here?
NN detects mainly parts of horses. 
Excellent strategy!

Input Images

Attribution maps:
In red is where the NN is 
looking to decide whether 
there is a horse.

Red areas:     increase confidence
Blue areas:    decrease confidence
Black areas:  not useful



Detecting horses – Strategy 2 of algorithm

Strategy 2: What does NN detect here?
NN detects the poles – indicative of horses in provided samples.
Faulty reasoning:  What if there is pole, but no horse?
Can lead to false positives (false alarms)!

This is where the 
NN is looking
to decide.

Input Images



Detecting horses – Strategy 3 of algorithm

Strategy 3: What does the NN detect in these images? 
Html tags on the bottom of the images.
Bad strategy – would not be there in real world.
Likely to lead to false negatives (= misses).  



NN learned Clever Hans strategies!

ML algorithm might also give the right result, but for the wrong reason!

• Don’t blame the algorithm.
• Algorithm did exactly what it was supposed to do, namely, to discover and use most 

helpful correlations/patterns in the data to perform its task.
• Just like Clever Hans – the algorithm exploited correlations in the “training data”.
• It worked for all examples given!

Problem:
• Many correlations are present in data – but not representative of real world.
• If we use those:  does not generalize.  Faulty reasoning.

Example in meteorology:
• Large hail mainly reported in highly populated areas.  
• Should we conclude that large hail only occurs in high population areas?
• Of course not!  

Conclusions:
• Using NNs as black box is not a good idea.
• Need to better understand what NN is doing.



NN interpretation

1. Sample application and corresponding NN:  
The GREMLIN model

2. NN interpretation – The tools – illustrated for GREMLIN

3. NN interpretation – Sample workflow



Input:   GOES  Channels  C07, C09, C13, GLM.           Output:  MRMS (radar).

C07

Sample Application:
Generating synthetic radar images from GOES imagery

C09 C13
GLM

(lightning)

MRMS - observedMRMS - estimate

Input:

Output:

Motivation: GOES imagery is available in all of CONUS, but MRMS is not.

Output 
image

Input 
Image

Input 
Image
Input 
Image
Input 
Image

4 channels

NN

Kyle Hilburn



CNN architecture
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Unet architecture

Encoder-Decoder architecture
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C = convolution layer
P = pooling layer (downsampling)
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Numbers:  size of filters/masks

Input:   GOES channels Output: MRMS estimate

Final model is called:
GREMLIN = “GOES Radar Estimation via Machine Learning to Inform NWP”

Standard encoder-decoder network



Typical Situation

• We trained a neural network.
• Reasonably happy with its performance.

• But now we would like to know:  

How does the NN do its task?  
Which strategies does it use?
Are those strategies reasonable?
Clever Hans strategies or trustworthy ones?



NN interpretation – The Tools

Tools discussed here:
1. Ablation studies
2. Layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP)
3. Using Synthetic inputs

There are many other tools.  See for example: 
McGovern A, Lagerquist R, Gagne DJ, Jergensen GE, Elmore KL, 
Homeyer CR, Smith T., Making the black box more transparent: 
Understanding the physical implications of machine learning. 
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society. Aug 22, 2019.



Input: GOES Ch. 13 Desired Output (MRMS)
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Figure 8. Comparison of predictions for validation sample 80, 2019-07-03T22:15Z. 
 FIG. 9. Example of studying a hierarchy of simpler NN architectures for GREMLIN. First two panels show sample input channel and desired

output: (A) GOES-ABI channel 13 (input) and (B) MRMS (true output). Remaining panels show MRMS estimates for four different models: (C,D)
use only (1x1) convolution and either only one input channel (C) or all input channels (D); (E,F) as (C,D) but using (3x3) convolution. Performance
without spatial context (C,D) is poor. Using spatial context but only one input channel (E) is much improved, with additional improvement when
all channels are used (F). (F) represents the full GREMLIN model. Results are for validation sample 80, 2019-07-03T22:15Z.

Most methods discussed below focus on analyzing a
NN model by focusing on a specific sample, and provid-
ing a heatmap in the input space that can be overlayed as
a mask on the input sample. Studying such a heatmap,
in addition to the input sample and corresponding output,

can provide important clues on how the NN derived the

output, be that a class or an image.
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Convolution mask: cut down to (1x1)
→ No spatial patterns used by NN

Input: only Ch. 13 
Simplest model

Input: all 4 channels Input: only Ch. 13 Input: all 4 channels    
Full model

Convolution mask: regular (3x3)
→ Spatial patterns are used by NN
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Tool 1: Ablation Study
1. Reduce capabilities of NN
2. Retrain simplified NN
3. Analyze:
• What performance do we lose?
• What’s still the same?  
• What’s different?
• So which NN feature is needed 

for which capability?

Ablation experiment for our NN (GREMLIN):  estimate MRMS using simplified NNs

Increasing model complexity

NN



Tool 2: Layer-Wise Relevance Propagation (LRP)
1. Pick a sample
2. Use LRP to find out:

Where in the input is the NN focusing to come up with its answer?

LRP provides:  
Attribution maps – just like for the horses earlier.

Color code here:    
Red = where the NN focuses. 
White = NN thinks there’s no relevant information



LRP experiment 
for our NN 
(GREMLIN)

Question:  
How does NN know 
when to create large
MRMS estimates?

Method:    
1. Select samples 

where MRMS 
estimate is high. 

2. Where is NN 
looking in input?  
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FIG. 10. Analysis of strategies of NN model GREMLIN for Sample 80 at output location (x=40,y=125). First row shows inputs and
true/estimated outputs for full image. Second row shows the same information, but zoomed into neighborhood of desired output pixel. (The
zoom level is chosen to match the size of the TRF.) Third row shows the gradient of the input channels obtained by applying a Sobel operator
(Gonzalez 2002) to the input channels. This auxiliary information is not used by the NN and only provided to highlight high gradient areas in
the input channels for the reader. Fourth row shows results for LRP heatmaps, which indicate that the NN focused here on both the gradient and
high brightness regions in the three infrared channels to determine the output value. Fifth row shows results for saliency heatmaps, which indicate
that the easiest way to increase the value of the output pixel is to increase lightning. LRP and saliency maps are calculated using the iNNvestigate
package (Alber et al. 2019), using the a - b rule for LRP with a = 1,b = 0.

not applicable to typical NN architectures for image-to-
image translation, namely, fully-convolutional networks,
which never contain a dense layer. Note that implemen-
tations typically do not check for this, and might return

heatmaps even if the method does not apply. It is thus the

responsibility of the user to ensure that an applied method

is indeed applicable for the considered NN architecture.



LRP experiment 
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(GREMLIN)
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How does NN know 
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MRMS estimates?
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not applicable to typical NN architectures for image-to-
image translation, namely, fully-convolutional networks,
which never contain a dense layer. Note that implemen-
tations typically do not check for this, and might return

heatmaps even if the method does not apply. It is thus the

responsibility of the user to ensure that an applied method

is indeed applicable for the considered NN architecture.

LRP found three strategies:
NN creates large MRMS values only when it encounters:
1) Strong lightning (biggest trigger),   2) Cold cloud tops,  or 3) Cloud boundaries. 



Side note -
For those of you 
who know 
saliency maps: 

Do saliency maps 
give similar results 
to LRP here?

Answer:  No!

LRP found three 
strategies for high 
MRMS values: 
1) Strong lightning.
2) Cold cloud tops.
3) Cloud boundaries.

Saliency only found 
strongest strategy: 
1) Strong lightning.
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not applicable to typical NN architectures for image-to-
image translation, namely, fully-convolutional networks,
which never contain a dense layer. Note that implemen-
tations typically do not check for this, and might return

heatmaps even if the method does not apply. It is thus the

responsibility of the user to ensure that an applied method

is indeed applicable for the considered NN architecture.

But: saliency maps can be applied to any NN, while LRP only implemented so far for simpler ones.



Tool 3:  Synthetic Inputs
1. Create synthetic inputs that represent different meteorological 

scenarios – use parameters to be able to specify different scenarios.
2. Conduct experiments with NN:

a) Feed in inputs for specific meteorologic conditions – how does 
NN  respond?

b) Find inputs that generate minimal / maximal response.

Why create synthetic inputs?
1. Controlled experiments:  

Only desired meteorological scenario present in image - isolated.
2. Can generate and test an unlimited number and type of scenarios:

Even scenarios not included in training samples.



Synthetic Inputs for GREMLIN

Synthetic experiments designed by Kyle Hilburn
• Sum of Generalized Elliptical Gaussians (GEG).  See equations below.
• Use as synthetic data for GOES Ch. 13.
• Can choose parameters to generate different meteorological scenarios.
• Feed into GREMLIN.
• Observe behavior.

Kyle Hilburn



Gaussian: Varying Orientation
• Loop for size=20, aspect=2.0
• Maximum response near 150 or 330 deg
• Sinusoidal behavior makes sense, and 

maximum response angles must be 
statistically related to wind shear in training 
dataset?

PowerPoint version of this slide 
includes animation here:

varying orientation & NN output

Kyle Hilburn



NN interpretation – The Workflow

• Typical workflow: next slide

• Key point:
Workflow only possible with close collaboration of 
ML expert and environmental scientist.



Sample Workflow - Interpretation using Subsets of Input Samples
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Sample Analysis Step

Steps 2-3: NN evaluation for set of samples (incl. visualization)

Steps 4-6: Hypothesis generation and testing, experimental design

1) Meteorologist selects a set of input samples to focus on.

2) Run set of samples through NN.

3) For set of samples look at
• Corresponding outputs of NN
• Results from NN visualization tools (e.g., LRP)
• Performance measures – for entire set and outliers.

4) Meteorological expert interprets results from Step 3.

5) Based on observations in Step 4:  
Generate hypothesis of NN strategy.

6) If needed: Design follow-up experiment to test hypothesis.

Sample strategies to select a
set of input samples:
a. Biggest successes and failures
b. Grouping by true class/value
c. Grouping by single 

meteorological property
d. Clustering of Input Samples
e. Modifying Input Samples
f. Creating synthetic input samples

Experim
ental design

FIG. 6. Sample analysis step focusing on meteorologically-motivated subsets of input samples

The study of successes follows analogously. Note that out
of all strategies discussed in this section, this is the only
one that selects input samples strictly based on the NN’s
performance.

2) GROUPING BY TRUE CLASS/VALUE

For a classification task one should always study the
performance of each class separately, to see whether per-
formance differs significantly by class. This is of course
particularly important if one of the classes represents rare
events, because performance for that class might other-
wise easily get overlooked. Likewise, for a regression task
one may group the input samples into groups of small,
medium or high correct output values, and study how well
the NN performs in each group.

3) GROUPING BY SINGLE METEOROLOGICAL PROP-
ERTY

It is also helpful to split the input samples by properties
of the input samples that we know may greatly impact the
underlying physical processes. This is also known as case
studies. These might include location, time, or specific
meteorological conditions. One can then investigate the
NN’s dependence as follows (these are just sample criteria,
not an exhaustive list):

1. Location dependence: How does the algorithm per-
form at different latitudes? Over land versus over
ocean? Important insights can often be gained by

generating a map showing NN performance by lo-
cation.

2. Time dependence: Does the algorithm perform bet-
ter in summer months than in winter months? During
the day or at night?

3. Meteorological conditions (of course these should
be entirely motivated by the application): Does the
algorithm perform better for strong/weak weather
events?

The first step above is for meteorologists to choose a cat-
egorization that they suspect might make a significant dif-
ference for the performance of the algorithm, and which
is straight forward to evaluate for the input samples. Then
the input samples are assigned to the different categories
(choosing value ranges for the chosen property to create
discrete categories), and finally the performance of the
neural network is visualized for each category. For exam-
ple, maps of performance across locations often result in
interesting insights that can identify information or mod-
eling gaps, e.g., the meteorologist may suspect that cer-
tain processes are not properly captured by the NN or that
there is insufficient information in the input features for
the model to be able to perform its task - thus often lead-
ing to additional variables being added to the input (such
as latitude, time of day, etc.).

4) CLUSTERING OF INPUT SAMPLES

Sometimes it is useful to group input samples by differ-
ent meteorological regimes that are not easily described

Interpretation method here:  Choose and analyze a set of inputs.  
Example:  Synthetic inputs (as seen before).



Sample Workflow – Key Observations

Key observations:

1. NN interpretation = process of hypothesis generation and testing.

2. NN interpretation tools are just useful tools in that process.

3. Environmental scientist is crucial in every step!

4. More generally: 
We need close collaboration between ML expert and environmental scientist for 
every step of ML 

a) algorithm development, 
b) evaluation, 
c) tuning,
d) interpretation.



Collaborating Institutions and Partners (founding members):

New NSF-sponsored AI Institute:  AI2ES
Two names: 
1) NSF AI Institute for Research on Trustworthy AI

in Weather, Climate, and Coastal Oceanography.

2) AI for Environmental Science (AI2ES)
See https://www.ai2es.org/

Academic partners:
• Univ. of Oklahoma
• Texas A&M – Corpus Christi
• Colorado State Univ.
• North Carolina State Univ.
• Univ. at Albany
• Univ. of Washington 
• Del Mar College

Private industry partners:
• Google 
• IBM Weather 
• NVIDIA 
• Disaster Tech

Federally funded research lab:
• NCAR

Federal partner:
• NOAA

• NSF award: $20M.  Award period: 2020-2025.
• Lead: Amy McGovern @ Univ. of Oklahoma.
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Figure 1: Overview of the components and output of AI2ES .

10 CS/AI researchers, an additional 7 researchers with extensive interdisciplinary CS/AI and ES experience,
16 ES scientists, 2 key RC researchers, and 6 education researchers (details in Section 3f). AI2ES scientists
are leaders in the field of both AI and ES, with four past and current chairs of the American Meteorological
Society (AMS) AI conference, the climate informatics workshop, organizers of AI/ES events at the American
Geophysical Union (AGU), and organizers of the NOAA workshops on Leveraging AI in Environmental Sci-
ences. AI2ES is comprised of seven academic institutions, a FFRDC, NOAA, and private industry (IBM/The
Weather Company, Google Research, NVIDIA, and Disaster Technologies). The University of Oklahoma
(OU, lead institution) contributes expertise in trustworthy AI and high-impact atmospheric science with a
rich history of integration across the two. Colorado State University (CSU) is known for AI and integration
with atmospheric sciences. Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMUCC) (both a Hispanic serving in-
stitution (HSI) and a minority serving institution (MSI)) is deeply integrated into both AI research in ocean
sciences and leading our novel community college workforce development component. The University at
Albany (Albany) specializes in winter weather impacts; North Carolina State University (NCSU) has ex-
pertise in ocean sciences and coastal impacts; the University of Washington (UW) brings expertise in RC
for weather and climate. Del Mar College (DMC) in Corpus Christi, TX, is a HSI/MSI community college
where AI2ES will develop and deploy our innovative workforce development AI certificate program. The
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR, FFRDC) uniquely contributes to AI2ES by combining
its expertise in AI with high-impact weather and RC and deep integration with the end-users. NOAA pro-
vides critical partnership through direct access to targeted end-users, and our private sector partners include
foundational AI researchers and also have a wide reach and a profit motive to quickly implement the AI2ES
technology to help people, organizations, and governments make better decisions.

Box 1 states the vision, foci, and goals for AI2ES. Convergent research is the foundation for a robust
workforce development effort that will also broaden participation in STEM and actively build the next
generation of the AI trained workforce (Figure 1). AI2ES will develop and pilot a novel community
college certificate program in AI/ES that directly impact more than 300 students and will create a pipeline
of trained underrepresented minority students (URM) into TAMUCC. This program will be developed and
tested jointly at TAMUCC and DMC and shared broadly with community colleges nationwide. AI2ES will
also leverage our private industry partners to develop online training for AI2ES publicly available and used
in our tutorials and short-courses. Leveraging private industry and existing successful internship programs
for URM students (NCAR’s SIParCS and SOARS, Albany’s Bridges program, OU’s long-standing REU
progam), we will create a pipeline for URM students to gain valuable experience in AI/ES. We will target
a 75% rate of URM students placed into the internships with our private industry partners. AI2ES will
develop a novel AI/ES ethics training program (supplemental documents), which is a key component of our
successful collaboration and knowledge transfer approach (Section 3e).
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generation of the AI trained workforce (Figure 1). AI2ES will develop and pilot a novel community
college certificate program in AI/ES that directly impact more than 300 students and will create a pipeline
of trained underrepresented minority students (URM) into TAMUCC. This program will be developed and
tested jointly at TAMUCC and DMC and shared broadly with community colleges nationwide. AI2ES will
also leverage our private industry partners to develop online training for AI2ES publicly available and used
in our tutorials and short-courses. Leveraging private industry and existing successful internship programs
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More details on our NN interpretation work can be found here:

Imme Ebert-Uphoff and Kyle Hilburn, 
Evaluation, Tuning and Interpretation of Neural Networks for 
Working with Images in Meteorological Applications,
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society (BAMS), 
Aug 31, 2020 (early online release).



Thank you!

Questions or 
Suggestions?


